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You will receive the monthly newsletter, program 
announcements, and our twice-monthly podcast 
(CUEcast), which began in September.   

In order to take advantage of this offer, you will need 
to go to our website to provide, update, or confirm your 
contact information. Don’t delay! Why not do this now?!

You may go to www.youthcue.org and watch for the 
menu to pop up. Simply follow the instructions. OR … 
you also may point the camera of your smartphone at 
this QR code, and it will take you directly to the contact 
information portal.

Enjoy your free year of YouthCUE!  

WELCOME TO YOUTHCUE! AS PART OF OUR 30-YEAR CELEBRATION WE ARE 
PROVIDING YOU FREE MEMBERSHIP TO YOUTHCUE THROUGH 2020.

On Tuesday, September 3rd, YouthCUE 
presented its inaugural podcast, 
CUEcast, which airs twice a month:

CUEcast is now available for free subscription on
       Smartphone podcast apps          Spotify           cuecast.libsyn.com

SUCCESSFUL 
STUDENT CHOIRS ARE 
COUNTERCULTURAL 
COMMUNITIES 
OF HOSPITALITY, 
JOY, LOVE, AND 
ACCEPTANCE    
Part 1

CUEcast Crew!!

In order to receive your 
FREE SUBCRIPTION 

to our newsletter and 
CUEcast (podcast) through 

2020, you will need to 
register on our website. 

Instructions here!
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Let’s borrow a play from high 
school and collegiate sports 
organizations: effective recruiting 
is of utmost importance in keeping 

fresh talent coming into the program. 
Coaching staffs and recruiters make both art 

and science of scouting, contacting, wooing, and 

helping new students find their ways into their 

schools and onto their teams. On the collegiate 

level, recruiting is big, big business. 

Likewise, if our student choirs are to become 

successful and sustainable over the long haul, 

they must become countercultural groups of 

friends who constantly work at bringing in new 

acquaintances from outside the choir. Without an 

outgoing and ongoing philosophy of recruiting, 

the choir is left highly susceptible to the periodic 

devastation called graduation. But with a strong 

recruiting commitment in place, there is no 

reason most student choirs cannot continue 

to thrive and grow despite the cultural odds 

surrounding them. 

Student choir participants will quickly tell you 

that “being with my friends” is an enormous draw 

into the vortex of choral singing. As important as 

friendships need to be, it is equally important for 

the health of the choir that the group never, ever 

becomes ingrown, small-thinking, provincial, a 

closed club. It may feel warm, cozy and happy 

to surround ourselves with only our current 

closest friends, but the future of such a choral 

organization will be severely limited and its 

growth stunted. A choir with a closed-ended 

mindset will not survive the test of time.

The commitment to effective recruiting must 

be initiated by the director, but that dedication 

must not be limited to only the director or 

adult leadership. In order to work, the students 

must authentically engage, as well. You have 

probably noticed that some groups are naturally 

more gregarious, magnetic, and joyful towards 

“outsiders” than others. For some, becoming 

a highly welcoming community will be a very 

natural result of their group winsomeness. Other 

choirs will need more help to become the dynamo 

of cordiality they need to be. Whether outgoing 

or shy, friendly or not so welcoming, loud or 

quiet, expressive or reserved, all choirs need to be 

coached about their sensitivity to other students 

walking through our doors for the first time.

Most of us have good ideas of what we would 

like the new student to feel when he visits his 

first rehearsal. However, it is not enough to have 

that image fixed in our own heads and hearts. 

We must share that philosophy – intentionally 

share and communicate it – with the students 

who will actually be doing the welcoming. The 

communication needs to be done ahead of time 

before the season begins. The training needs to 

subtly continue throughout the season to make 

sure the students and adults leaders stay alert to 

the importance of welcoming. 

In next month’s issue of YouthCUE, we will outline 

the various areas where we directors can invest 

time and energy to help ensure successful student 

choir recruiting. Discussed in the December issue 

will be: time, space, atmosphere, food, early in, 

late out, smooth systems, friendly teens, adults as 

non-anxious leaders, and the rehearsal itself. 

Stay tuned for Part 2 in this series. 

Happy singing! b

RANDY EDWARDS   
REDWARDS@YOUTHCUE.ORG

REPERTOIRE REVIEW
QUALITY STUDENT CHOIR ANTHEMS

BENEDICTION
Two-part mixed voices optional 
choir divisi | Susan Borwick | 
MorningStar Music Publishers | 
MSM 50 6404 Copyright 2009

Part of the YouthCUE Anthem Series 
at MorningStar Music, this delightful 
anthem is based on a 4th Century 
text that speaks of Christ walking 

ahead of us, watching, guiding, challenging now and 
evermore. This is an appropriate setting for not only 
choral benedictions, but also for graduation Sundays, 
weddings, and other events which call for a blessing at 
the end. The melody and accompaniment are gentle yet 
catchy, and once notes and text are secure, it sings easily 
and effectively. Directors will find quick success with 
this anthem, as virtually any choir can become proficient 
with this worthy text and very pleasant music. 

IPHARADISI
SATB a cappella with djembe | Brad 
Richmond | Santa Barbara Music 
Press | SBMP-1468 | Copyright 2017

This fine arrangement of a South 
African text and melody reflects 
upon the time when we shall all 
be together in paradise. Beginning 
with solo and adding choir parts 

for various repeats and stanzas, this anthem almost 
requires movement, clapping, and other body rhythms. 
As you might imagine, there is extreme flexibility in the 
performance of this exciting piece, which gives life and 
joy to just about any type of choral performance setting: 
in concert, in worship, for mission projects, and just 
for fun. This is one of the easier and yet more joyous 
anthems in this style, and directors can find success with 
it in any number of settings and situations. 

COME JUST AS YOU ARE

SATB | Joseph Sabolick/arr. 
Benjamin Harlan | Jubilate Music 
Group AP.44578 | Copyright 2015

Well-crafted arrangement of a 
song which has come out of the 
praise and worship movement. 
This very musical and lovely setting 
captures the heart and warmth of 

contemporary worship while also adding the elements 
of choral nuance. Expressing the compassion and 
inclusion of the Savior, the music itself is kind, gentle, 
and full of warmth, acceptance, and love. Although 
SATB, this arrangement could easily be adapted for 
other voicings and various ensembles, as well. Also 
easy enough that the congregation could sing it with 
scores in their hands; the SATB arrangement is no 
more difficult than singing a hymn.

 

On July 25, six singers from the San Antonio Youth Chorale were 
honored to have assisted in this project!  Our CUEcast Crew, Laura, 

Leah, Macy, John, Noah and Pierce, joined Founder and Artistic 

Director of YouthCUE, Randy Edwards, at Maverick Studios in San 

Antonio to produce the first four podcasts.  As this was the first time 

for all, except David, our Maverick Studios rep, this was a learning 

experience but loads of fun.  When you get that many creative minds 

in one place, hilarity is sure to ensue!  Our youngest crew member, 

Leah, led the way with her theatre experience and great timing.  

Macy loosened us all up with zany humor, and Randy learned the 

latest teenage vernacular.  We hope you enjoy listening to these 

sessions as much as we did making them. 

Happy listening! b

Episode 1 ......................................................................... September 3, 2019
Episode 2 ....................................................................... September 17, 2019
Episode 3 ..............................................................................October 1, 2019
Episode 4 ............................................................................October 15, 2019
Episode 5 ............................................................................October 29, 2019
Episode 6 ........................................................................ November 12, 2019
Episode 7 ........................................................................ November 26, 2019
Episode 8 ........................................................................ December 10, 2019
Episode 9  ....................................................................... December 24, 2019
Episode 10  ........................................................................... January 7, 2020
Episode 11  .......................................................................... January 21, 2020

↑ CUEcast Crew: Laura, Macy, John, Leah, Pierce, Randy and Noah

↑ Maverick Studios rep, David ↑ Randy enjoying the humor of the teenagers
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Part 2

Clark Sorrells has a vocation-long fire in his bones 
for student choirs. Having been at First Baptist 
Church of Asheville, NC, (FBCA) for twenty-two years, 
he has always put his work with students on the front 
burner right next to his adult music ministry. Sorrells’ 
investment over the decades has now produced an 
outstanding faith-based community choir which is 
about as diverse as one can imagine. 

Now into its sixth season this fall, the Asheville Youth 
Choir (AYC), is a performing ensemble of the Church’s 
Academy for the Arts (AFTA). AYC is organized into 
several groups to provide feeders for the program: High 
School Chorale, Middle School Chorale, Concert Choir 
(grades 3-6) Prelude Choir (K-grade 2). 

CUE: In a nutshell, what is your philosophy of church 
choral music for students?

CLARK: The philosophy which has been the genesis of 
AFTA (and therefore AYC) is best expressed in our formal 
core value statements:

Mission: The Academy for the Arts at First Baptist 
Church of Asheville seeks to empower students of 
all ages and backgrounds in reaching their greatest 
potential both as artists and as human beings. Our 
highly-skilled teachers create an atmosphere of nurture 
and expectation in which students pursue excellence in 
their artistic crafts, developing mature and disciplined 

character. Believing that artistic inspiration and talents 
are gifts which need to be shared in order to be fully 
realized; we offer regular and exciting opportunities for 
individual and group performance.

Human Development: The arts are an essential expression 
of divine and human creativity; therefore, growth in artistic 
ability expands a person’s capacity to experience the sacred 
dimensions of life, to discover more of one’s own talents and 
skills, and to give gifts of beauty and meaning to the world. 
As other opportunities for learning artistic crafts diminish 
or disappear, we offer our community the resources and 
experiences which will cause both the arts and persons to 
thrive.

Community: The arts have a nearly-unique power to connect 
people across differences and diversities of every kind. The 
experiences of learning, performing, and enjoying artistic 
crafts offer people the opportunity to know, to encourage, 
and to value one another on the common ground of 
aesthetic excellence. We offer such common ground to our 
community.

Church as “Patron” of the Arts: Historically, the church 
and other faith-communities have inspired, provided 
for, and offered material, emotional, and spiritual 
support for the arts and artists. We are reclaiming 
the role of patron, or sponsor, of the arts as a way of 
serving God and our neighbors through the nurture of 
artists who will fashion beauty and, thereby, glorify God 
who is its source.

CUE: What circumstances or awareness converged to 
cause you to expand your ministry into the broader 
community?

CLARK: Two factors influenced our decision to form AYC. 

First, the serendipitous awareness which dawned 
on us one day that there was not another surviving 
church youth choir in our city or county, no matter the 
denomination or size of the congregation. In that our 
Youth Choir tradition was still relatively strong, we 
sensed a calling to share this experience with others.

Second, and perhaps most compelling, was our vision 
to offer the power of choral singing as a bridge to 
relationships and understanding. In our community, the 
once unifying institution of common schools no longer 
exists. The connection of teenagers, children and their 
families which once occurred naturally through shared 
experiences of school and extracurricular activities 

is considerably lessened by the existence of public, 
private, charter, home and online schooling. The current 
political and cultural divides which plague our country 
make this school choice division even more potent. 
These realities gave birth to AYC’s mission statement: 
Asheville Youth Choirs are community choirs offering 
the opportunity for children and teenagers to come 
together to traverse the false boundaries of school choice, 
race, family structure, or socio-economic status to create 
beauty and friendship, thereby making a more connected, 
kinder community.

CUE: What were the hurdles which had to be overcome, 
and how did you face them?

CLARK: There have been two primary hurdles:

1) Many of the youth of FBCA who have grown up in the 
church and witnessed a strong Youth Choir tradition have 
found it difficult to embrace a community choir identity. 
While there have always been members from outside 
FBCA who have sung in the Youth Choir, the description, 

scheduling, and general culture of the choir had been 
oriented toward the “youth group” of FBCA. AYC has brought 
a diversity into the choir experience which has changed 
that culture. This shift has been easier to promote because 
it is a direct result of the church’s carefully articulated 
statement of community outreach: “wrapping our arms 
around the city of Asheville,” as it has been described. 

We have been very intentional about offering non-musical 
experiences of relational connection for the choir: weekly 
“friendship” times following rehearsal, day-long or 
overnight retreats, a yearly picnic for families, and pre-
concert meals for choirs. While this was never a direct goal 
of AYC, an outcome which has eased the challenge of this 
tension has been the significant number of youth/children 
and their families who have entered the life of FBCA through 
the doorway of AYC.

2) From the beginning the goal of AYC has been to become 
the premiere choral organization for teenagers and children 
in Asheville. A part of our strategy has been to be in both 
reputation and reality a strong advocate for the fine school 
music organizations which exist in Asheville and Buncombe 
County. This has been a hurdle simply because many of the 
finest singers in our area are involved in excellent school 
choral groups (particularly high school), and do not have 
the time to give to another choral group. There are definite 
exceptions, those “can’t-get-enough” singers who sing in 
both their school groups and AYC. But attracting many of 
the finest singers is a challenge. We continue to address 
this by involving music teachers from the schools in AYC 
leadership, hosting the annual “All County” school chorus 
events for both children and teenagers at FBCA, and 
supporting school concerts and musical theatre productions 
through attendance, advertisement, sharing production 
resources, and preparing students for auditions and/or 
roles through the private voice lessons offered at AFTA. 

Stay tuned for the December Issue of YouthCUE when 
we will complete the three-part interview with Clark 
Sorrells.

Happy Singing! b

RANDY EDWARDS
REDWARDS@YOUTHCUE.ORG

AN INTERVIEW WITH ASHEVILLE YOUTH CHORALE DIRECTOR CLARK SORRELLS

TINA McCARTNEY 

Director of Major Programs 

tmccartney@youthcue.org 

(210) 557-5245

C A L E N D A R  O F  E V E N T SEVENT SPOTLIGHT: 

    
    

   N
ATIONAL HONOR CHOIR 2020

ROUNDTABLE ABROAD, IRELAND 
October 3-12, 2020
Guided by Randy Edwards

The CUE Roundtable Abroad 2020 will seek to bring peace and 
introduce new joy to a group of musicians who have worked hard 
in the trenches of ministry. Some have recently retired for various 
reasons and are looking forward to fresh, new chapters. Others of us 
are still active in the prime of our careers. Still others are just getting 
started and are discovering the shape of their vocations. 
Feel free to bring your spouse or a friend.
Contact Tina McCartney at tmccartney@youthcue.org for more information and registration.

BELOW THE RADAR

If you would like to discuss any of our 
programs, feel free to reach out to:

15TH ANNUAL BAYLOR 
FESTIVAL  
OF YOUTH CHOIRS 
February 21-23, 2020 

Baylor University, Waco, TX

(MS and HS Students)

THE 22ND ANNUAL NATION’S 
CAPITAL FESTIVAL OF 
YOUTH CHOIRS 
June 23-28, 2020 

National Cathedral, Washington, DC

(MS and HS Students)

FIRST ANNUAL 
CUENIVERSITY!
July 12-16, 2020 

University of Mary Hardin-Baylor, 

Belton, TX

(MS and HS Students)

LABOR DAY AT THE 
CATHEDRAL 2020
September 4-6, 2020 

Washington National Cathedral, 

Washington, DC

(Collegiate and Adults)

YouthCUE is not a typical business; it is a partnership between us and our constituents. When you are considering participation in an event - 
even before you register - we highly encourage you to communicate with Tina McCartney via email. Your early contact with us will ensure that you 
remain in the know regarding the status of the event you are considering.

NATIONAL  
HONOR  
CHOIR 2020

NATIONAL  
HONOR  
CHOIR 2020

July 20-26, 2020 ~ 7 days, 6 nights

DeStination – 

NEW YORK & 

PHILADELPHIA, PA
DetailS:
 JULY 20-26, 2020

 NEW YORK, NY / PHILADELPHIA, PA

COST: $1,100 PER PERSON

SELECTED OLDER HIGH SCHOOLERS CHOSEN BY THEIR DIRECTORS.

+Plus your personal transportation to and from NHC week.


